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						THE POWER MATRIX
For Trailblazers, Outliers, and the Ones that are Different,
Be radically creative, cultivate courage, and play in the field of infinite possibilities
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The Power Collaborative

This is where high performing leaders, entrepreneurs, and CEOs collaborate to go from uncertain, frustrated, and stressed, not achieving their goals to creating  extraordinary growth, financial success, impact, and legacy  …  while enjoying freedom, confidence, and well-being.

When you’re a member of The Power Collaborative, you get The Power Matrix Process integrating psychology, peak performance, business and branding strategy along with the mentorship and relationships to empower you to succeed and thrive in any circumstance.

With The Power Collaborative, you get a proven approach to marketing, sales, and branding that is optimized for today’s environment and aligned with The Power Matrix, authenticity, and the ability to deeply connect with your market, your mission, and yourself.

If you’re ready to join a community of leaders who are committed to creating their no-limit life and business LEARN MORE






Join the Power Cohort
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About my Programs
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The Power Matrix Accelerator (PMA) is the foundational program that gives you The Process, including the psychology, strategy, and tools to consciously create your business and every aspect of your life.


Learn More…
×The Power Matrix Accelerator


The Power Matrix Accelerator (PMA) is the foundational program that gives you The Process, including the psychology, strategy, and tools to consciously create your business and every aspect of your life.

The Power Matrix Accelerator, is the starting point. It’s an intensive, transformational program addressing both the personal and business aspects of the issues confronting entrepreneurs, CEO’s, and other professionals today. It enables you to create extraordinary fortitude and outcomes. This program is primarily focused on those who want to turn their current challenges into opportunities to unlock peak potential and have greater impact and business success.

We’ll  focus on harnessing your fullest power, increasing creativity, courage, and connection – no matter the circumstances. This won’t be done by willpower, pushing thoughts or feelings down, or pushing through, but by learning to navigate the Hidden Power Drivers of peak performance and self-actualization.

Every entrepreneur has experienced trauma, and/or painful, adverse experiences. And, while entrepreneurs are great at handling risk and challenging situations, they have high percentages experience anxiety and depression.

In the PMA, we’ll work with the Power Drivers including how you respond to trauma, nervous system regulation, the Connection Continuum and resistance. And, you’ll learn to turn what I call the Resistance Paradox™  to your advantage.

The Resistance Paradox addresses the  dynamic often experienced by high achievers, where the ways of being and doing that got you where you are, now are holding you back, creating stress, eating away at your freedom and well-being, and keeping you from achieving more.

We’re living in a time of uncertainty, chaos, and downright crazy. And, we’re confronted by the seemingly unfathomable causing fear and anxiety.  During times like this it’s easy to hold back, in fact, we wired this way for our safety and survival.

In fact, in this time, you may feel we’re under siege. There are battles going on around us and within us,  it sometimes even feels like we’re at war. But to prevail in this war , we must wage a different kind of war…we must be ascending warriors, intentionally creating our life and raising our own consciousness along with that of the planet.

Without getting to the root of how to deal with uncertainty, and any challenge confronting us, and harness your fullest power,  you will either be less effective in seeing or applying strategies, or you may do it in a way that can ultimately backfire.

This is a time where growth, working on yourself as well as your business,  isn’t optional – if you want to thrive and succeed.

Contact me to see if this is a good fit.


Close
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The Power Matrix Mastermind takes the Power Matrix Accelerator even further. You’ll go deeper with The Process, including integrative psychology and business strategy. We’ll focus on harnessing your fullest power, enabling you to amplify and accelerate your impact, and create your desired outcomes.


Learn More…
×The Power Matrix Mastermind


The Power Collaborative Mastermind takes the Power Matrix Accelerator even further. You’ll go deeper with The Process, including integrative psychology and business strategy. We’ll focus on harnessing your fullest power, enabling you to amplify and accelerate your impact, and create your desired outcomes.

Working in The Power Collaborative Mastermind, you’ll increase your mental, emotional, physical, energetic, and spiritual capacity, and create extraordinary fortitude. You’ll develop your inner state, becoming more creative and courageous and exploring infinite possibilities. You’ll gain clarity, certainty, and consistency and take aligned, Integrative Action™, improving your personal life, business, impact, legacy, and the world.

The mastermind will catapult you on your journey, helping you raise your consciousness, and embody your true power state,  in your business and throughout your life.

Members will be highly curated and committed to authenticity, growing themselves and stepping into their full power. They will be innovating and working to turn their ideas, passion, and mission to more extraordinary outcome. This will not be a large mastermind, but an experiential group program structured for true collaboration, including small group and private time with Dr. Kazlow. While most people start with the Power Matrix Accelerator, if you feel you’re ready for this advanced program, contact me to discuss it.

Contact me to get started.
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To have a highly successful coaching, consulting, or mentoring business in today’s highly competitive market requires more than knowledge and tools. It requires a multi-faceted approach that includes how you market, unlocking your potential, and developing advanced coaching skills.


Learn More…
×The Power Matrix for Coaches, Consultants and Mentors


To have a highly successful coaching, consulting, or mentoring business in today’s highly competitive market requires more than knowledge and tools. It requires a multi-faceted approach that includes how you market, unlocking your potential, and developing advanced coaching skills.



The Power Matrix for Coaches, Consultants, and Mentors gives you what you need to get more clients, and have greater impact and success, with more confidence, and creativity…and less stress. This integrative methodology includes:

	Connection Marketing ™This is an approach to marketing, sales, and branding I developed to align with you,  your strengths, and your values. It is particularly well-suited for coaches, consultants, and mentors.Connection Marketing goes beyond other approaches and can enhance any other method of authentic marketing and authority building. It draws on the strengths and skills that will enable you to stand out as a coach and connect powerfully to your ideal client.
	Using the Power Matrix ProcessYou’ll begin to harness your full power, remove your blocks, deepen your intuition, and increase your mental and emotional capacity, empowering you to thrive in any circumstance. Doing the work on yourself  is crucial for you, and essential for being a great coach.
	Elevating your skills.You’ll learn to use Dr. Kazlow’s proprietary Power Matrix process with clients. You’ll  begin to work with the Power Drivers of peak performance including the Resistance Paradox™, Trauma Responses, the Connection Continuum, Nervous System Regulation, and other drivers.Using the Power Matrix approach you’ll have more credibility and authority, get better results, more referrals…and the process will be far more enjoyable.


This course is the first step toward our Kazlow Method, Power Matrix Certification.

Message me here
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This is the next step in our Kazlow Method, Power Matrix Certification process.

This program for coaches, consultants, and mentors committed to going even deeper. You know it’s not a one and done process. You want to do powerful, transformative work, create a successful practice/business aligned with your purpose and mission, and be extraordinary, delivering extraordinary results.


Learn More…
×The Constellation Cohort


This is the next step in our Kazlow Method, Power Matrix Certification process.

This program for coaches, consultants, and mentors committed to going even deeper. You know it’s not a one and done process. You want to do powerful, transformative work, create a successful practice/business aligned with your purpose and mission, and be extraordinary, delivering extraordinary results.



In the Constellation Cohort, we’ll delve into the coaching/consulting /mentoring relationship – its power and its challenges, and how to help your clients get lasting, transformative results. You’ll get a different approach to working with and finding solutions to common problems such as dealing with marketing, scaling, conflicts, stress, or feeling stuck. You’ll also get greater understanding and experience navigating the Power Drivers for yourself and your clients, including working with the Resistance Paradox, Trauma Responses, the Connection Continuum, Nervous System Regulation, and other drivers.

We’ll work extensively with Connection Marketing, Sales, and Branding and you’ll get hands on experience applying this to every aspect of your business.

You don’t have to go it alone! You’ll  have the opportunity to present coaching client issues and challenges to you as a coach, consultant, or mentor. This opportunity isn’t part of, or is only minimally offered, as part of other coaching or consulting training. This leaves serious gaps which limit your effectiveness and can actually cause unintentional harm.

This program is highly curated and an application and interview is required. Geared to experienced coaches, some exceptions may be made for beginner coaches committed to elevating their work from the start. The Power Matrix for Coaches, Consultants, and Mentors is a prerequisite to the Constellation Cohort.

For serious applicants, reach out to see if you qualify.
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The Power Matrix for Dogs and their Owners

More and more we’re recognizing the importance of the our bond with our pets.

The Power Matrix for Dog Trainers

The Power Matrix for Dog Trainers takes relationship-based training to the next level. This is for trainers committed to optimizing what’s happening on both ends of the leash.


Learn More…
×Dogs: A Gateway for Growth


PROGRAM: The Power Matrix  for Dogs and their Owners

More and more we’re recognizing the importance of the our bond with our pets.

Our partnerships with our dogs can be a gateway for living fully, joyfully, and on purpose – for us and for our dogs.

Dogs are valued for their companionship, unconditional love, and service to humans. Yet, too often we’re using them  as a band-aid, or even a drug, rather than a gateway that serves us and our dogs most beneficially. And, not only do we lose potential benefits, but we can actually harm ourselves and our much loved companions.

The Power Matrix for Dogs and Their Owners is a unique program that helps us use our relationship with our dog partners consciously to grow, regulate our nervous system, and handle the tough stuff of life.

We get dogs because of how they make us feel. Some say they make us a better person, or even that their dog saved their life. But, we’re short-changing ourselves and our dogs. While we use them to feel better, to cope with stress, even to help us bear the unbearable, we aren’t growing as much as we can, we’re not increasing our mental and emotional capacity. And, our dogs are often flooded by our emotions and overwhelmed by our stress, negatively affecting their health, quality of life, and even their longevity.

The Power Matrix for Dogs and Their Owners uses our relationship with our dogs as a gateway for a better life for us and our dogs. It doesn’t replace dog training but it does help us pick the best trainer and approach to training for our dogs and for us. It helps us hone our intuition to know what’s best for our dogs and advocate for them when necessary. And, it helps us be most effective in following through with relationship-building activities, training, and advice from our trusted trainers and veterinary professionals.

The Power Matrix program goes beyond training to address other crucial factors that will greatly enhance not only the relationship we have with our dogs, but will also enhance the quality of our life and that of our dogs. (Contact me for more information)



PROGRAM: The Power Matrix: Programs for Dog Trainers 

The Power Matrix for Dog Trainers takes relationship-based training to the next level. This is for trainers committed to optimizing what’s happening on both ends of the leash.

This program is unique in the way it focuses on the dog trainer: helping you to be super effective, enjoy the training process, as well as the process of building and maintaining a successful business.



The Power Matrix for Dog Trainers helps reduce trainer stress, avoid or recover from burnout,  and keep your joy and enthusiasm. It helps you build your business in ways that feel aligned with you and your values.

To succeed in today’s highly competitive market, where people are very concerned about where they spend their money, you need more than the usual skills and techniques of dog training. You need a holistic approach that covers not only the best ways to train dogs and help owners understand their dogs better, but also addresses the challenges you face as a trainer, and a crucial factor – the relationship between you and the dog’s owner – your client.

For lack of know-how, or personal issues, dog owners may despite their best intentions, create problems for their beloved dogs. Or, they may be faced with problems not of their making , but they don’t know how to fix them. Frustrating for trainers, is the seeming resistance of the owners to follow the trainer’s advice. The Power Matrix for Dog Trainers helps you not only strengthen the relationship between owners and their dogs, but also the relationship between you and the owner…which makes training way more successful and changes the quality of life for the dogs, the owners, and also you the trainer! Bonus, it leads to happy clients, raving fans, and referrals for your business.

Despite studying dog training for years, I’m not a dog trainer.

However, I’ve worked with the human animal bond for decades:  I was on the first advisory board for the Human Companion Animal Bond at the Animal Medical Center in New York City, serve as a consultant for veterinarians, use my dogs in my psychotherapy and mentoring practices, and work with families dealing with pet loss or other issues involving their dogs.

Dogs, and our bond with them, is my passion. As a psychotherapist  and mentor with over 100K hours of experience, I’m on a mission to use our relationship with our dogs as a powerful gateway, to help us and our dogs to live fully, joyfully, and on purpose. I’m excited to help you,  the trainer, because you hold a very special role in that journey. (Contact me for more information)
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Individual, Couples, Family, and Group therapy, online, phone, or in-person, is available to high performers, including entrepreneurs, CEOs, and other professionals in New York.


Learn More…
×Psychotherapy and Teletherapy


Individual, Couples, Family, and Group therapy, online, phone, or in-person, is available to high performers, including entrepreneurs, CEOs, and other professionals in New York.

High performers have significantly higher rates of anxiety, depression, and mental health issues than the general public. Some of it is the result of how they’re “wired up”, trauma, and other painful events they experienced in their early years. Their careers and lifestyle often exacerbate these issues causing further difficulties with their health, relationships, business or well-being.

As a licensed clinical psychotherapist for over 30 years, I’ve focused on high performers, in a range of professions from business, to health, to the performing arts, as well as working with them as business strategist and mentor. I have a deep understanding of the their characteristics, special challenges, and ways they have developed to cope and succeed. I created Integrative Therapy, an approach designed to address these issues at their core, enabling greater health, relationships, and success, while also experiencing greater peace, joy, and well-being.

Contact me see if this is a fit for you.
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While sometimes psychotherapy is the best choice for dealing with anxiety and trauma, often what you need isn’t psychotherapy or medication, but rather expert help breaking free of anxiety and releasing trauma in a way that builds connection, capacity, and extraordinary fortitude – without creating unintended negative effects in to your health, relationships, happiness, or business success.


Learn More…
×Power Matrix: Anxiety and Trauma Release


While sometimes psychotherapy is the best choice for dealing with anxiety and trauma, often what you need isn’t psychotherapy or medication, but rather expert help breaking free of anxiety and releasing trauma in a way that builds connection, capacity, and extraordinary fortitude – without creating unintended negative effects in to your health, relationships, happiness, or business success.

Even the most successful entrepreneurs , CEOS, and professionals are struggling today with their identity, sense of purpose, ability to create themselves, their business,  and the world they desire…..They may be confronted by increased anxiety and depression, loss sense of self, sense of powerlessness, or the ability to control their destiny. Their sense of power, what they control feels more thwarted than ever before. Because of the disconnection they are experiencing, and being coached in ways that amplify the disconnection, these feelings are exacerbated. In fact, entrepreneurs and other high achievers experience anxiety, depression, and trauma at far higher rates than the general public.

Whether this is because of how they’re wired up, early life experiences or later trauma, this is further exacerbated by the  by the stresses of what they do and the lifestyle they live. And now, the current situation is further compounding this.

With over 100K hours and decades of experience working with entrepreneurs and other high performing professionals both as a psychotherapist, business advisor, and mentor, I’ve developed integrative methodologies, strategies, and tools. These help high achievers master their inner state, navigate the challenges facing them, enabling them to live fully, purposefully, and joyfully – no matter the circumstance.

With over 100K hours and decades of experience working with entrepreneurs and other high performing professionals as a psychotherapist, business advisor, and mentor, I’ve developed integrative methodologies, strategies, and tools. These help high achievers master their inner state, navigate the challenges facing them, and enable them to live fully, purposefully, and joyfully – no matter the circumstance.

Contact me to talk abut this program.
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These special programs and events offered by Dr. Kazlow, herself or together with our VIP Collaborative Partners, will address different areas that impact the personal and professional lives of high performing, outlier entrepreneurs including business, peak performance, relationships, mind-body health, and well-being.


Learn More…
×Special Programs


These special programs and events offered by Dr. Kazlow, herself or together with our VIP Collaborative Partners, will address different areas that impact the personal and professional lives of high performing, outlier entrepreneurs including business, peak performance, relationships, mind-body health, and well-being.

Programs for coaches, consultants, and mentors will focus on consistent business growth, their own personal development, and elevating their coaching skills.

We’re super excited about a new program coming up soon with one of our VIP partners. Contact me for more information.


Close





Work 1:1 with Dr. K.

There are only a limited number of spots for private mentoring due to time requirements. This is for successful entrepreneurs, CEOs, and other professionals who desire a more private, intensive, customized program. The focus may be for business centric and/or personal issues. Learn More…


×Work 1:1 with Dr. Kazlow


There are only a limited number of spots for private mentoring due to time requirements. This is for successful entrepreneurs, CEOs, and other professionals who desire a more private, intensive, customized program. The focus may be for business centric and/or personal issues.

VIP Days are available for for qualified entrepreneurs (individually or with your team). VIP days are held in Westchester County, New York. If the work includes an extended team, consideration may be given to working at your company site.

Contact me to talk and create a customized plan together.
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[image: David Deutsch][image: quote]Working with Dr. K has had a profound and positive effect on me — in my personal life, in my businesses, and in my writing. If you have a chance to hear what she has to say or — better still — actually work with her, I unhesitatingly recommend you do so. Whatever the cost. For I have no doubt it will be returned to you many, many times over.

~ David Deutsch, world-renowned direct response copywriter and author,

Think Inside the Box.






[image: Opher Brayer][image: quote]Why you should work with Dr. K

Despite having a highly successful business, consulting to multi-million and multi-billion dollar businesses, I wasn’t reaching MY “biggest vision”. While working with Dr. K, I moved into the No Doubt Zone. I was able to transfer the abilities I was using with the companies and entrepreneurs I worked with to MY own business, stepping into the unknown, in my own ventures.

If you are already successful and want to get beyond your current level and reach your greatest success, work with Dr. K. I know many top mentors and consultants. There is no one like her.

Dr. K is the one who can move you into the No Doubt Zone to achieve your biggest vision and to be like Elon Musk or Richard Branson—the special entrepreneurs who will make the world a better place.

~ Opher Brayer, Founder, Brayer Group,

Consultant to major companies including Microsoft and Hewlett Packard and

multi-millionaire and multi-billionaire entrepreneurs and executives








“Absolutely incredible… definitely one of my favorites…get to one of her events…experience the genius for yourself.”

~ Seth Greene, Host Sharkpreneur, Founder Market Domination LLC



Watch: Sharkpreneur: The Kazlow Method for High Achievers










35+ Years Helping Top Achievers Unlock Their Peak Potential:
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Dr. K specializes in working with high performing leaders, influencers, entrepreneurs, CEO’s and other professionals who want to make exponential leaps in their business and personal success. She is committed to helping you master your Hidden Power Drivers to move past perceived limitations, and operate from your True Power State. Dr. K doesn’t buy into obstacles or limitations. What others or, more importantly, you call your “difference”, Dr. K calls your genius. She sees things through a different lens, the lens of greater creativity, power, and possibility.





	Clinical Psychotherapist, Speaker, Author, Business Strategist, and Mentor.

	Pioneer: Integrative approaches to peak performance in business and personal life, working with the human animal bond in mental health, peak performance, and psychotherapy.

	Founder: Integrative Therapy, one of the first holistic centers globally, based in NYC.

	Over 100,000 hours researching, teaching, training, mentoring, consulting, and providing psychotherapy.

	#1 Authority in Peak Performer Resistance, Psychology of the Top 1 %, Psychology of Scaling.

	Featured in major media including Entrepreneur, The New York Times, WABC , WNBC, New York Magazine, Natural Health, and Working Mother.





Learn how to Master Your State
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